ROAD CARRIER PERMITS

The under-mentioned applications for Public Road Carrier Permits indicate (1) reference number and the area within which the proposed road transport will be undertaken, (2) name of applicant and nature of application, (3) number and type of vehicles, (4) nature of proposed road transportation and (5) points between and routes over or area within which the proposed road transportation is to be effected and are published in terms of section 14(1) of the Road Transportation Act, 1977 (Act 74 of 1977). Representations which interested parties wish to make in respect of the applications must comply with the provisions of regulation 4(1) of the Road Transportation Regulations, 1977 and must be in quadruplicate in respect of each application and must be delivered by hand or sent by registered post to the Secretary, Road Transportation Board, Private Bag X13187, Windhoek to reach that office not later than 21 days after the date of publication of this Government Gazette.
government gazette 23 july 1993

(1) 30/11/92 920P0904
(2) OTIKONDO SCHOOL VILLAGE FOUNDATION, OUTJO — New application.
(3) N 40671 W Mini-bus 15 Persons
(4) (a) Organised parties and their personal luggage.
       (b) Scholars who are travelling together to jointly participate in a sporting event, a cultural event or who are travelling together for educational purposes or to jointly attend a funeral as well as their personal effects (free of charge).
(5) (a) (i) Within the borders of the Republic of Namibia.
       (b) (i) Within the borders of the Republic of Namibia.

(1) 01/12/92 920P0906
(2) TJEJA U., WINDHOEK — New application.
(3) Motor car to be acquired 5 Persons
(4) (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5) (a) (i) Within Windhoek municipal area.

(1) 01/12/92 920P0907
(2) TJEJA U., WINDHOEK — New application.
(3) Motor car to be acquired 5 Persons
(4) (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5) (a) (i) Within Windhoek municipal area.

(1) 02/12/92 920P0909
(2) KAURIMUJE R., WINDHOEK — Additional vehicle.
(3) Motor car to be acquired 9 Persons
       Motor car to be acquired 9 Persons
(4) (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5) (a) (i) Within Windhoek municipal area.

(1) 02/12/92 920P0911
(2) HOEBEB R.M., WINDHOEK — New application.
(3) Motor car to be acquired 5 Persons
(4) (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5) (a) (i) Within Windhoek municipal area,
(1) 02/12/92  92OP0912
(2) HOEBEB R.M., WINDHOEK — New application.
(3) Motor car to be acquired 5 Persons
(4) (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5) (a) (i) Within Windhoek municipal area.

(1) 02/12/92  92OP0913
(2) NUMBALA B., WINDHOEK — New application.
(3) Motor car to be acquired 5 Persons
(4) (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5) (a) (i) Within Windhoek municipal area.

(1) 03/12/92  92OP0914
(2) TUAIRE S., WINDHOEK — New application.
(3) Motor car to be acquired 6 Persons
(4) (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5) (a) (i) Within Windhoek municipal area.

(1) 03/12/92  92OP0915
(2) SETSHOGWE M.M., WINDHOEK — New application.
(3) Motor car to be acquired 10 Persons
(4) (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5) (a) (i) From Windhoek to Swakopmund via Okahandja, Karibib, Usakos, Nawachab Gold Mine, Arandis and Margery Louw Mine and return via the same route.
T/ Table: As and when required.
Tariffs: As per agreement.

(1) 03/12/92  92OP0918
(2) KAAMBO J., WINDHOEK — New application.
(3) N 3290 W Motor car 5 Persons
(4) (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5) (a) (i) Within Windhoek municipal area.
(1) 04/12/92 92OP0921
(2) ALBAT R.A., WINDHOEK — New application.
(3) N 16797 W  Motor car 6 Persons
(4) (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5) (a) (i) Within Windhoek municipal area.

(1) 07/12/92 92OP0923
(2) SHINDONDOLA L., WINDHOEK — New application.
(3) Motor car to be acquired 6 Persons
(4) (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5) (a) (i) Within Windhoek municipal area.

(1) 07/12/92 92OP0926
(2) TAANDJANDA H., WINDHOEK — New application.
(3) Motor car to be acquired 6 Persons
(4) (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5) (a) (i) Within Windhoek municipal area.

(1) 07/12/92 92OP0927
(2) TAANDJANDA H., WINDHOEK — New application.
(3) Motor car to be acquired 6 Persons
(4) (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5) (a) (i) From places situated within Okahandja municipal area to places
situated within Windhoek municipal area and return.
T/Table: As and when required.
Tariffs: As per agreement.

(1) 07/12/92 92OP0928
(2) TAANDJANDA H., WINDHOEK — New application.
(3) Motor car to be acquired 6 Persons
(4) (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5) (a) (i) Within Windhoek municipal area.

(1) 07/12/92 92OP0931
(2) MAKARI T., WINDHOEK — New application.
(3) Motor car to be acquired 6 Persons
(4) (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5) (a) (i) Within Windhoek municipal area.
(1) 07/12/92  92OP0932
(2) TJIROZE R., WINDHOEK — New application.
(3) Motor car to be acquired  6 Persons
(4) (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5) (a) (i) Within Windhoek municipal area.

(1) 08/12/92  92OP0936
(2) KAMUHINANDIRA L., WINDHOEK — New application.
(3) Mini-bus to be acquired  10 Persons
(4) (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5) (a) (i) Within Windhoek municipal area.

(1) 08/12/92  92OP0937
(2) KAMUHINANDIRA S.H., WINDHOEK — New application.
(3) Motor car to be acquired
(4) (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5) (a) (i) Within Windhoek municipal area.

(1) 08/12/92  92OP0938
(2) KADHIKWA E., WINDHOEK — New application.
(3) N 40901 W Motor car 10 Persons
(4) (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5) (a) (i) Within Windhoek municipal area.

(1) 09/12/92  92OP0939
(2) RUKERO J., WINDHOEK — New application.
(3) N 70741 W Motor car 5 Persons
(4) (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5) (a) (i) Within Windhoek municipal area.

(1) 08/12/92  92OP0941
(2) KERESEB R., WINDHOEK — New application.
(3) Motor car to be acquired  6 Persons
(4) (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5) (a) (i) Within Windhoek municipal area.
(1) 08/12/92 92OP0943
(2) LE-ROUX MOIKAPARI E., WINDHOEK — New application.

(3) Motor car to be acquired 5 Persons
(4) (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5) (a) (i) Within Windhoek municipal area.

(1) 09/12/92 92OP0944
(2) SHIKOMBA I., WINDHOEK — New application.

(3) Motor car to be acquired 5 Persons
(4) (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5) (a) (i) Within Windhoek municipal area.

(1) 09/12/92 92OP0945
(2) HAINGHUMBI N., WINDHOEK — New application.

(3) Motor car to be acquired 5 Persons
(4) (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5) (a) (i) Within Windhoek municipal area.

(1) 09/12/92 92OP0947
(2) MBUENDE A., WINDHOEK — New application.

(3) Motor car to be acquired 5 Persons
(4) (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5) (a) (i) Within Windhoek municipal area.

(1) 09/12/92 92OP0949
(2) KANJIRIOUMUINI M.J., WINDHOEK — New application.

(3) Motor car to be acquired 10 Persons
(4) (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5) (a) (i) Within Windhoek municipal area.

(1) 11/12/92 92OP0950
(2) TUAIRE S., AUSSPANNPLATZ — New application.

(3) Motor car to be acquired 6 Persons
(4) (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5) (a) (i) Within Gobabis municipal area.
(1) 11/12/92  92OP0951
(2)  TUAIRE S., WINDHOEK — New application.
(3)  Motor car  to be acquired  6 Persons
(4)  (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5)  (a) (i) Within Windhoek municipal area.

(1) 11/12/92  92OP0952
(2)  TUAIRE S., WINDHOEK — New application.
(3)  Motor car  to be acquired  5 Persons
(4)  (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5)  (a) (i) Within Windhoek municipal area including Brakwater peri-urban area.

(1) 11/12/92  92OP0953
(2)  HANGULA H.T., WINDHOEK — New application.
(3)  Motor car  to be acquired  5 Persons
(4)  (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5)  (a) (i) Within Windhoek municipal area.

(1) 14/12/92  92OP0957
(2)  NDERURA N., WINDHOEK — New application.
(3)  Motor car  to be acquired  5 Persons
(4)  (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5)  (a) (i) Within Windhoek municipal area.

(1) 14/12/92  92OP0958
(2)  EISEB & SONS H. & H., WINDHOEK — New application.
(3)  Motor car  to be acquired  6 Persons
(4)  (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5)  (a) (i) From places situated within Windhoek municipal area to Epako township at Gobabis and return via the same route.
   Time-table: As and when required.
   Tariff: As per agreement.

(1) 14/12/92  92OP0959
(2)  EISEB & SONS H. & H., WINDHOEK — New application.
(3)  Motor car  to be acquired  6 Persons
(4)  (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5)  (a) (i) Within Windhoek magisterial district.
(1) 14/12/92 920P0960
(2) TEEGA N., WINDHOEK — New application.
(3) N 1756 W Motor car 6 Persons
(4) (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5) (a) (i) Within Windhoek municipal area.

(1) 14/12/92 920P0961
(2) KAMATUKA A., WINDHOEK — New application.
(3) Motor car to be acquired 5 Persons
N 49426 W Motor car 5 Persons
(4) (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5) (a) (i) Within Windhoek municipal area.

(1) 16/12/92 920P0964
(2) NATHINGO J., WINDHOEK — New application.
(3) Motor car to be acquired 5 Persons
(4) (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5) (a) (i) Within Windhoek municipal area.

(1) 16/12/92 920P0965
(2) MAKARI T., WINDHOEK — New application.
(3) Motor car to be acquired 5 Persons
(4) (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5) (a) (i) Within Windhoek municipal area.

(1) 16/12/92 920P0966
(2) MAKARI T., WINDHOEK — New application.
(3) Motor car to be acquired 5 Persons
(4) (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5) (a) (i) Within Windhoek municipal area.

(1) 16/12/92 920P0968
(2) HANGULA L., WINDHOEK — New application.
(3) N 58281 W Motor car 6 Persons
(4) (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5) (a) (i) Within Windhoek municipal area.
(1) 17/12/92 92OP0969
(2) **MOUTON P.D., REHOBOTH** — New application.
(3) N 17305 W  
   Mini-bus to be acquired 16 Persons
(4) (a) Passengers and their personal effects.
(5) (a) (i) From Rehoboth to Windhoek via the main road and return via the same route.

(1) 17/12/92 92OP0970
(2) **SWA SAFARIS & ANVO (PTY) LTD., WINDHOEK** — Additional vehicle.
(3) Motor car to be acquired 10 Persons
   Motor car to be acquired 10 Persons
   Motor car to be acquired
   Bus to be acquired 20 Persons
   Mini-bus to be acquired 15 Persons
   Mini-bus to be acquired 15 Persons
(4) (a) Tourists and their personal effects.
(5) (a) (i) From a place on the Namibia/R.S.A. border at the C.R. Swart bridge to places situated within Namibia and return.
   (ii) From Windhoek to places situated within Namibia (including places on the border of Namibia with neighbouring countries) and return.
   (iii) From Windhoek or Windhoek airport to places situated within Namibia and return or to Eros airport if tourists choose to visit game farms by aeroplane.

(1) 17/12/92 92OP0971
(2) **VALINDI F., WINDHOEK** — New application.
(3) N 19993 W  
   Mini-bus 16 Persons
(4) (a) Passengers and their personal effects.
(5) (a) (i) From Windhoek to Odibo via Okahandja, Otjiwarongo, Otavi, Tsumeb, Ondangwa, Ohangwena and Oshikango and return via the same route.
   T/Table: As and when required.
   Tariffs: As per agreement.

(1) 17/12/92 92OP0973
(2) **KATIONDOROZU D., WINDHOEK** — New application.
(3) Motor car to be acquired 5 Persons
(4) (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5) (a) (i) Within Windhoek municipal area.
(1) 18/12/92 92OP0974
(2) SCHUMACHER H., SWAKOPMUND — New application.
(3) N 797 S Motor car 9 Persons
(4) (a) Tourists and their personal effects.
(5) (a) (i) Within the borders of the Republic of Namibia.

(1) 18/12/92 92OP0975
(2) VAN WYK J.C., REHOBOTH — New application.
(3) Mini-bus to be acquired 16 Persons
(4) (a) Passengers and their personal effects.
(5) (a) (i) From Rehoboth to Windhoek and return via busstops set out in
annexure “A”.
T/Table: As per annexure “B”
Tariffs: As per annexure “C”

Departure and arrival points — Rehoboth
Echo Hall — Block C
Grens Slaghuis — Block C
Rio Monte Hotel — Block B
Boozerama Bottle Store — Block F

Departure and arrival points — Windhoek
Republiekweg Busstop — Southern Industrial Area
Talpark — Taxi Rank
Swartzweg — Busstop — Khomasdal
Star Hotel — Khomasdal

Time-table:
A. Monday — Friday

B. Saturday
  1. Dep. (R) 05h45 — Arr. (WHK) 06h45
     Dep. (WHK) 08h00 — Arr. (R) 09h00
  2. Dep. (R) 09h30 — Arr. (WHK) 10h30
     Dep. (WHK) 13h30 — Arr. (R) 14h30

C. Sunday
  1. Dep. (R) 14h00 — Arr. (WHK) 15h00
     Dep. (WHK) 15h30 — Arr. (R) 16h30
  2. Dep. (R) 17h00 — Arr. (WHK) 18h00
     Dep. (WHK) 18h45 — Arr. (R) 19h45
Staanplekke
Rehoboth: Echo Saal — Block C
           Rio Monte — Block B
           Grens Slaghuis — Block E
           Boozerama Bottle Store — Block F

Windhoek: JJJ — Busstaanplek
           Tal Park — Taxi Rank
           Swartzweg — Khomasdal
           Star Hotel — Khomasdal

“C”

R6-00 per single trip from Rehoboth to Windhoek or from Windhoek to Rehoboth.

(1) 21/12/92 92OP0977
(2) KANDUME J., WINDHOEK — New application.
(3) N 2967 W Motor car 5 Persons
(4) (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5) (a) (i) Within Windhoek municipal area.

(1) 22/12/92 92OP0978
(2) FILLIPPUSS H., WINDHOEK — New application.
(3) N 55585 W Motor car 5 Persons
(4) (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5) (a) (i) Within Windhoek municipal area.

(1) 22/12/92 92OP0981
(2) GROENEVELDT S.E., WINDHOEK — New application.
(3) Mini-bus to be acquired 16 Persons
(4) (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5) (a) (i) (a) Within the municipal area of Windhoek; and (b) on casual trips from places within (a) to places situated within Namibia and return.
(1) 24/12/92  92OP0987
(2) SHEYA D.J., WINDHOEK — New application.
(3) N 69794 W  Mini-bus  10 Persons
(4) (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5) (a) (i) Within Windhoek municipal area.

(1) 23/12/92  92OP0988
(2) NUUYUNI N., WINDHOEK — New application.
(3) Motor car to be acquired  6 Persons
(4) (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5) (a) (i) Within Windhoek municipal area.

(1) 23/12/92  92OP0989
(2) MUTONGOLUME M.J., WINDHOEK — New application
(3) N 38188 W  Motorcar  5 Persons
(4) (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5) (a) (i) Within Windhoek municipal area.

(1) 31/12/92  92OP0991
(2) AMPORO G., WINDHOEK — New application.
(3) Motor car to be acquired  5 Persons
(4) (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5) (a) (i) Within Windhoek municipal area.

(1) 31/12/92  92OP0992
(2) SHATIWA J.Z., WINDHOEK — New application.
(3) Motor car to be acquired  6 Persons
(4) (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5) (a) (i) Within Windhoek municipal area.

(1) 31/12/92  92OP0993
(2) MULUNGA I., WINDHOEK — New application.
(3) Motor car to be acquired  6 Persons
(4) (a) Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage.
(5) (a) (i) Within Windhoek municipal area.